


SignalSignal processing and processing and scientificscientific methodologymethodology

ManyMany signalsignal processing processing paperspapers lacklack rigorousrigorous
experimentalexperimental validationvalidation

Theoretical papers are often verified by a Theoretical papers are often verified by a single single 
experiment experiment carried out on a single signal/carried out on a single signal/imageimage
Performance are only rarely compared Performance are only rarely compared withwith thosethose of of 
competingcompeting schemesschemes
Improvements are often justified by comparing with Improvements are often justified by comparing with 
only only one similar algorithmone similar algorithm performing worseperforming worse

Even worse: vaguely described Even worse: vaguely described experimental experimental 
conditions conditions no reproducibility of resultsno reproducibility of results
OftenOften, , readersreaders mustmust simplysimply trusttrust the the authorsauthors !!
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WhyWhy isis thisthis so ?so ?
WeWe allall recognizerecognize the the importanceimportance of of goodgood
experimentsexperiments butbut ……

LackLack of timeof time
LackLack of of researchresearch groupsgroups devoted to experimental devoted to experimental 
signal processing or implementing someone elsesignal processing or implementing someone else’’s s 
algorithmsalgorithms
NonNon--rewarding workrewarding work
Intellectual property issuesIntellectual property issues

Encourage good experimental researchEncourage good experimental research
Define a rigorous format for experiment Define a rigorous format for experiment 
descriptiondescription
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OurOur approachapproach toto RSPRSP
A A straightforwardstraightforward approachapproach…… shareshare the software the software 
and the data setand the data set
ProblemsProblems::

PortabilityPortability: : whichwhich format format shouldshould bebe usedused ??
ReadabilityReadability: are the : are the authorsauthors correctlycorrectly implementingimplementing
the the describeddescribed algorithmalgorithm ??
LicensingLicensing problemsproblems: open : open sourcesource or or binarybinary format ?format ?

AlgorithmsAlgorithms and and experimentsexperiments havehave alwaysalways toto bebe
carefullycarefully describeddescribed::

DescriptionDescription (a block (a block diagramdiagram or a or a pseudopseudo--codecode))
ParametersParameters
DatasetDataset
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A case A case studystudy ((in in watermarkingwatermarking ))

UNIVigo provided an RSP description of a paperUNIVigo provided an RSP description of a paper
UNISI tries to reproduce UNIVigoUNISI tries to reproduce UNIVigo’’s resultss results

Goals of an Goals of an oracle attackeroracle attacker::
Try to remove the watermark from a host signal/imageTry to remove the watermark from a host signal/image

Features:Features:
No knowledge No knowledge about the watermarking algorithmabout the watermarking algorithm
Suitable for attacking Suitable for attacking general detection functionsgeneral detection functions
Based only on the Based only on the binary output binary output of theof the detector detector 
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Algorithm stepsAlgorithm steps
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OurOur RSP RSP objectiveobjective
ToTo reproducereproduce the the resultsresults obtainedobtained byby the the 
authorsauthors of the of the paperpaper ((University of Vigo University of Vigo ))
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The The experienceexperience wewe mademade
Originale Originale paperpaper (common (common problemsproblems))

FocusFocus on the on the algorithmalgorithm corecore
MissingMissing informationsinformations on on initializationinitialization and/or stop and/or stop 
conditioncondition detailsdetails

VigoVigo suppliedsupplied material:material:
pseudopseudo--codecode descriptiondescription
initializationinitialization procedureprocedure
Data set: Data set: syntheticsynthetic randomrandom sequencessequences ((algorithmalgorithm
providedprovided))

SienaSiena implementedimplemented the BNSA the BNSA algorithmalgorithm
The The implementationimplementation of BNSA of BNSA diddid notnot raiseraise anyany
particularparticular problemproblem
NeverthelessNevertheless, , severalseveral ambiguitiesambiguities werewere stillstill presentpresent……
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InsightsInsights wewe’’ve ve gotgot
HowHow toto interpretinterpret graphsgraphs withwith no no tablestables ? ? HowHow werewere the the 
resultsresults on the 100on the 100--trials trials sequencessequences averagedaveraged

UniVIGOUniVIGO itselfitself hadhad difficultiesdifficulties in in reproducingreproducing resultsresults..
A few A few ambiguitiesambiguities aboutabout the the initializationinitialization likelike 0/0 0/0 
singularitiessingularities or infinite or infinite loopsloops

ThisThis waswas explainedexplained withwith direct direct communicationcommunication betweenbetween
the the twotwo universitiesuniversities

UNIVigoUNIVigo usedused anan approximationapproximation of the of the gradientgradient
insteadinstead of the of the truetrue HessianHessian ((differentdifferent plotsplots in the in the paperpaper
usedused differentdifferent setset--upsups))

Siena Siena obtainedobtained comparablecomparable resultsresults alsoalso withwith the the 
approximatedapproximated versionversion ((scientificscientific insightinsight))
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InsightsInsights wewe’’ve ve gotgot

MAIN PROBLEMMAIN PROBLEM

The The rere--implementationimplementation of of watermarkingwatermarking methodsmethods
(SS, (SS, SSSS--AngleAngle, JANIS, GG) , JANIS, GG) raisedraised severalseveral interpretationinterpretation
problemsproblems

CommunicationCommunication betweenbetween UNIVigoUNIVigo and UNISI and UNISI waswas
necessarynecessary

EstimationEstimation of false detection of false detection probabilityprobability waswas crucialcrucial
forfor reproducibilityreproducibility, , howeverhowever, the way , the way itit waswas estimatedestimated
waswas notnot clearclear

DifferentDifferent assumptionsassumptions (no (no widelywidely acceptedaccepted solutionsolution) ) forfor
the the estimationestimation
HowHow oftenoften werewere the the statisticalstatistical parametersparameters refreshedrefreshed ??
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ReproducedReproduced resultsresults (1)(1)
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ReproducedReproduced resultsresults (2)(2)
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ReproducedReproduced resultsresults (3)(3)
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ReproducedReproduced resultsresults (4)(4)
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ConclusionsConclusions

RSP RSP isis extremelyextremely insightfulinsightful::
WeWe bothboth gainedgained a a greatergreater deal of deal of knowledgeknowledge
aboutabout BNSA BNSA thanthan anan occasionaloccasional readerreader

RSP RSP reliesrelies on on previousprevious RSPRSP::
AmbiguitiesAmbiguities of of involvedinvolved paperspapers are are carriedcarried
over future over future usesuses more more generalgeneral consistenceconsistence
isis neededneeded

RSP RSP isis toughtough::
The The wholewhole experienceexperience waswas harderharder thanthan
expectedexpected experimentalexperimental--researchresearch groupsgroups
shouldshould bebe encouragedencouraged
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